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What types of machines can I use? The Maroon EPP pad 
fits all the Boost™ or Square Scrub rectangular machine sizes 
as well as all other conventional rotary automatic scrubber or 
single disc machines. 

What sizes of Maroon EPP pads are available?    
  

What success stories do you have? We are receiving 
positive feedback from clients regarding its overall perfor-
mance.  Clients regularly compliment its ability to maintain 
an aggressive cut, longer durability, and reduced buildup 
due to the pad’s open web construction. The most frequent 
response, however is that the Maroon EPP pad is very com-
petitively priced—half the cost when compared to the lead-
ing competitor.  You can see actual results of the Maroon EPP 
pad in the photo and link to the demo video listed below. 

What is the difference between the Maroon condition-
ing and Maroon EcoPrep “EPP” Pads? The Maroon EPP 
pad was designed to consistently remove damaged layers of 
finish.  Superior to other competitors, the Maroon EPP pad is 
aggressive for either stripping or deep scrubbing.  This pad is 
excellent for repairing acrylic or urethane finishes for recoating.  
Maroon conditioning pad is less aggressive than the Maroon 
EPP pad, therefore perfect for abrading sealed, finished and 
painted areas on gym floors in preparation for coating.   

What types of floors can I clean with the Maroon EPP 
Pad? This product can be used on vinyl tile, stone, terrazzo, 
concrete, wood and other floor types.

Is this a chemical-free, floor finish removal pad? Yes. 
This pad with its micro-abrasive particles was designed to re-
move floor finish without the use of harsh chemicals. This pad is 
ideal for use in hospitals, schools, retail or anywhere a greener 
process is preferred.  

Should the Maroon EPP Pad be used wet or dry? The 
Maroon EPP pad can be used for a wet or dry stripping and 
deep scrubbing application.

What is the life expectancy of these pads? Used on the 
proper floor types, you can expect to get up to 50,000 square 
feet.  Of course preventing soil or finish from drying on the pad, 
along with proper cleaning after every use will prolong the life 
of these pads.  The utilization of the correct driver pad on the 
machine will also allow the pad to reach its maximum lifespan. 
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Other sizes available by request.  

Maroon 
Ecoprep “EPP” 

Maroon EcoPrep does not require 
the use of harsh chemicals


